
 

KNIT BOMB COMPETITION DETAILS 

Steyning Festival Yarn Bomb competition sponsored by Knitting for All.  

The Yarn Bomb is back! We tried this out in 2014 and it proved very popular so we are 
going to have another go. In case this is new to you, yarn bombing or guerrilla knitting is a 
type of street art that employs colourful displays of knitted, crochet or woven yarn or fibre. 
Yarn bombing can happen anywhere form lamp-posts to bicycles, trees to statues. The 
more colourful the better, this form of cosy art is designed to make us all smile and is just 
perfect for decorating the town during the festival.  

This year Knitting for All, Steyning , Henfield and Hassocks are sponsoring a 
competition. There are two categories: 16 years and under and over 16 years. Both classes 
will be judged and awarded with a prize for the most imaginative creation. In the lead up 
to the festival, Louise Lister will be sharing ideas and inspiration with groups of people of 
all ages and abilities so keep an eye out for how you can join in.  

How to Yarn Bomb and enter the competition 
Choose somewhere to put your yarn bomb – a lamppost, a railing, a bench seat or a tree. 
Anything that you think would be cheered by your creation. Your own street, the High 
Street and Church Street are all good places and this years festival is centred around the 
Big Top Marquee in Cuthmans field so the more yarn we can get around there the better. 

Make your yarn bomb tight. You don’t want a saggy bomb so if the rail is 18cm then 
make your knitting 16cm and stretch it. 

Anything up to two weeks before the festival, attach your bomb to your chosen 
object. Some people stitch them some people use cable ties. Either works or a 
combination of both, stitched seams but with a cable tie at the top and bottom for added 
security. 

Take a photo of your bomb and post it on the Festival Facebook Page with your name and 
contact details or email them to louiselister@knittingforall.co.uk. The winners will be 
announced on the last day of the festival.  

One more thing – much as we love them, we have to take them down after the end of the 
festival so it would be a great help if everyone could retrieve their own.   
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